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Four friends, and an adventure for the ages. The of test frindship is put to the hardest level, will they be
able to pass it?
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1 - Prolog
It was another beautiful day, the sun was shining, the Pidgey are chirping, and wild pokemon can be
seen running through the flower feild.
Down the path, in a quiet feild, four trainers a taking a little lunch break, weary from their travels. These
friends have become very experianced trainers together. All pushing eachother to their maximum
potentials, then even further.
They all had started like normal trainers at the age of ten. Each starting out with her own special
pokemon. Its actually been five years since they met in a random accident, but since then they have
been the closest of friends.
Liz is the oldest one, around sixteen already. Her long brown hair tied up tightly in a bun. Her short
bangs left her deep blue eues revieled.
The next girl, still fifteen, is named Emily. Shes the shortest out of the our of them, but she really doesnt
care. She has medium length black hair, with light brown eyes, and bangs parted in the front and held
back with clips.
Next we have Justine, also just turned sixteen, but is younger than Liz by a feew weeks. Her short brown
hair was highlighted with green streaks, which matched her forest green eys. A green bandana is ties
around her head just to look cool.
Finally we have the youngest of this group. Her long light brwon hair, tied back in a ponytail, was blowing
with the soft breeze under her bright yellow cap, which she always wore backwards. Her bangs fell out
of the hole in the back of the cap, bearly covering her baby blue eyes.
Defenatly don't take this girl as a joke, Michelle is the raining champion of the last Pokemon League
Competion. Her brother is Lance, one of the Pokemon Elite Four Team.
These young trainers were on their way to meet up with Lance and the Elite Four, but a little side
tracking and a few wrong turns will put the ultamite test on their friendship. This is where our story
begins.....

2 - chapter 1
"Its such a lovely day out today," Emily stated, looking up and watching a cloud slowly pass by.
"I know, lets let out pokemon out to get some fresh air and exercise!" Michelle said, reaching into her
yellow backpack. She pulled out five shiney, red and white pokeballs. "Come on out everyone!" She
threw the five pokeballs into the air. Each opened and a stream of white light came out and hit the
ground. As the light started to fade, it formed into five diffrent pokemon. The first one to appear was a
large dog pokemon, it was orange with black stripes, its name is Arcanine.
The next pokemon to appear was a feirce looking dragon pokemom named Salamance. Its red wings
looked extreamly powerful. The next pokemon appeared right next to Salamance. It was another dog
like pokemon, but this one was diffrent than Arcanine. One thing was that it was blue, and the second
was that it is classified in the legendry pokemon catagorie. Suicune just layed down and put its head on
its paws. He was a quiet one, with his purple mane flowing in the breeze.
Another flash of light reveiled another pokemon. It floated a few inches off the ground, just hovering
there. It looked like it was wearing a long flowing white gown. It had green hair that fell into its face.
Gardevoir floated happly behind Michelle. The last one formed right in Michelle's lap. It was pale white
with red and blue hollow triangle patters on its body. It had tiny little wings on its back and a big smile on
its face. Togetic played happly, flying around Michelle's head.
Michelle reached up to her necklace and pulled a small pokeball off the chain. She ressed the button to
make the pokeball enlage itself.
"Can't forget you now could I," Michelle smiled. "Come on out, Jolteon!" She threw the ball into the air,
where it opened like the others. The light hit the ground next to Michelle's feet. Slowly it formed into a fox
like pokemon. Its yellow fur shaped in spikes. It rubbed against Michelle's leg with its muzzle. She petted
it on the head, then it curled u at her feet and fell asleep.
"Man Michelle, your Jolteon is just amazing!" Liz said, pulling out her own pokeballs from her purple
waist bag. Emily and Justine had just finished letting letting out their own pokemon. On Emily's side, she
also had an Eevee evolution, but hers was the puffy, red, fire type Flareon. It was running around with
her Pikachu, a cute yellow, electric type mouse with red cheeks and a lightning bolt shaped tail.
Emily, too had a legendry pokemon. But it wasn't a dog type like Michelle's, it was more of a forest spirit
pokemon. It was a greenish yellow color with large baby blue eyes. Its head was sort of shaped like a
plant bulb, with dark green on the tip. Celebi was flying hyperly around Emily's head, extreamly happy.
There was a pond near the trees in this small feild, thats where you could find Emily's Dewgong swiming
in circles. Its white skin gleamed against the water. Another dragon pokemon sat next to Michelle's
Salamance, but was quite larger than it. Its wings were quite small though compared to the rest of its
body, but when in the air this pokemon can book it. With its light yellow body and soft eyes, it looked like
a real dragon. Dragonite is its name.

Emily's last pokemon layed quietly at her feet, curled up in a tight ball. Its brown spikes were all that you
could see, but if you look closely enough you can see Sandslash's tanish colored ears.
Two of Justine's pokemon were also down by the pond. One just happened to be another Eevee
evolution. Its blue color was made up of water-proof fur. Its tail looked like a fishes fin at the end. One
more thing, no matter if there is sun or not, Vaporeon always sparkles, which shows how happy it is.
Vaporeon was curled up on the side of the pond, splashing water around with its tail.
Also by the pond, playing in the mud, was Justine's Politoad. It looked like a giant green frog with a
yellow stomach. It had this one hair that came off the top of its head and curled around, which made it
looke really childish and cute.
Alseep by Justine's side, was a big black dog. Its name is Mightyana. Its really attached to Justine too,
always protecting her, and never letting her down in battle. Flying around over head was a bright orange
dragon with a flame burning brightly at the tip of its tail. It kept flying around in circles, Charizard finally
landed and relaxed a little.
Sitting in Justine's lap, fast asleep, is her legendry pokemon. Its pink body and long tail looked
comfertabl placed. Mew's tail swayed silently as it dreamed. Justine was gently rubbing its head and
humming a little.
With another flash of light, Liz's pokemon appeared. Most of her pokemon just found a spot on the grass
and did some sunbathing. Her Typhlosion, a fire type pokemon with a hot temper, her Ninetails, another
fire type pokemon, which looked like a large white fox with nine tails, and her Swampart, a big water type
pokemon that looked like something you would see out of a swamp monster movie, but a lot more
friendly looking.
Another Eevee evolution was running around playing with Emily's Flareon and Pikachu. It was a deep
purplish color, close to violet. On its fore-head was a round red jewel. Espeon had started a game of tag
with them.
THe last two of Liz's pokemon were dragon types. One was her legendry pokemon Latios, which was
flying around with Flygon, her other dragon. Flyogon's bright green skin stuck out against the bright blue
sky, but Latios blended right in. Its head from the ground lookd like and oddly moving cloud.
Liz watched her pokemon with great pride. Each of them had treated each pokemon with care and
respect, and the pokemon all returned that respect to their trainers.
"Mew is really tired today?" Justine said, looking up.
"I don't blame it. After that battle you got into yesterday, i wouldn't be surprised if it slept all week!" Liz
laughed. Justine just grinned.
"But you have to admit, that was a pretty good battle, and the finish came so fast." Emily pointed out.
Michelle just nodded her head. Everyone went quiet as they watched Flareon, Pikachu, and Espeon
running in circles, chasing each other. Just then a huge black, ship like thing flew over the feild and

hovered there.
"Oh wow, what is that?" Michelle said, reaching for her pokeballs. "Suicune, Togetic, Gardevoir,
Arcanine, and Salamance, return!" She yelled. Each pokeball released a beam of red light that hit a
pokemon, turned them red, then dissapeared back into the pokeballs. Jolteon had woken up and was
now looking towards the sky.
"Return!" Liz shouted, as she returned all her pokemon but her Swampart. Emily had her Sandslash,
and Justine had her Mightyana.
"Uh oh, it that thing trying to land here?" Justine said, grabbing her backpack.
"Well it looks like it. Lets move!" Emily yelled, waking up her Sandslash. They all ran into the trees on
the edge of the feild and watched what was happening.
A huge wind picked up as the black ship got closer to the ground. As it got closer, they could see that it
was a giant black helocopter, with a giant red "R" painted on the side near the door.
Slowly it landed and the door opened, producing a very blinding light. Standing there in the door way,
they could just make out two figures.
"Ah man, not them again!" The four of them said all at once, with a group sigh at the end.

3 - chapter 2
“Why do they always find us on the more relaxing days?” Liz said. You could tell in her voice that she
was annoyed.
“So who gets to get rid of them today?” Justine said. They all sighed again as the two figures became
more clear.
“Are you sure you saw them in this field? I don't see them anywhere!” They were identical twins,
reddish pink, spiky hair with teal greenish eyes. To tell the difference between them, they wear different
colored Team Rocket outfits. Greg, the older one, wears a black outfit with white gloves and boots. Cris,
the younger one, wears a white outfit with black gloves and boots.
“Greg, I'm positive I saw their pokemon flying around here,” Cris whined.
“Then where are they?” Greg said waving his hands in the air. Back in the trees, Liz and the gang were
holding back their laughter.
“Okay, they are getting annoying, who gets to get rid of them?” Emily said, letting out a snicker.
“Rock, paper, scissors, like always!” Justine said.
“Okay, 1, 2, 3!” Everyone held out their hands. Three scissors and a rock.
“Yes I won!” Liz said, her Swampart clapped. “Come on lets go greet them.” Liz strapped on her bag
and headed towards the twins. The rest sighed in defeat.
“I guess you can go back into your pokeball Jolteon,” Michelle said pulling the pokeball off her necklace
and Jolteon, a little disappointed, disappeared inside the ball. Michelle returned the ball to her necklace.
Emily and Justine also returned their disappointed pokemon into their pokeballs, then everyone put on
their bags and followed Liz.
“This is the last time I let you navigate!” Greg yelled at Cris. They were still at each others throats.
“Fine, next time I'll drive then you'll blame me for crashing into a tree or something!” Cris yelled back.
They didn't even notice when the girls walked out of the tree line and into plain view.
“Man, do you two ever stop arguing?!” Emily said with a hint of sarcasm in her voice. Greg and Cris
stopped yelling at each other and looked at Emily.
“See, I told you that they were here!” Cris yelled in triumph. Greg stuck out his tounge at his brother and
crossed his arms in defeat.
Michelle started to laugh uncontrollably, Justine just snickered, Emily giggled, and Liz just gave a
confident smile, her Swampart right there by her side. Greg and Cris looked at them awkward. Then
Greg grinned at them.
“You know why we are here. Hand over your legendary pokemon, or prepare for a battle!” He pulled a
pokeball from his pocket.
“I'll take you on!” Liz stepped forward, followed by her Swampart.
“Don't forget me, two on two is good enough for this!” Cris pulled out his own pokeball.
“Fine by me.” Liz shruged and pulled another pokeball out from her bag.
“Swampart go! I also choose Ninetails!” Swampart jumped out in front of Liz, ready to battle. Her other
pokeball flew through the air. This time Ninetails didn't look relaxed and calm, but it was tense and ready
for action There was a fire burning in its eyes, ready for a good fight.
“Go Electabuzz!” Cris yelled, tossing his pokeball into the air. The white light hit the ground and formed
a yellow, human-like pokemon. It had black strips all over it and also had two antennas on its head
where it charges electricity for its attacks.
“My turn, go Magmar!” Greg shouted, letting his pokeball fly. It produced another human-like pokemon,

but this one was a little different. It was all red with yellow like flames on parts of its body. It didn't have a
normal mouth, instead it was like a duck bill.
Emily, Justine, and Michelle all took seats on the grass a little ways away so they could see the fight
without getting hurt.
“I wonder if they have gotten any better since last time?” Emily whispered to Michelle, they both giggle.
Greg and Cris glared at them.
“Swampart, Earthquake attack. Ninetails jump into the air!” Liz commanded, starting the battle off.
Ninetails leaped high into the air as Swampart pounded the ground with both of his fists, causing the
ground to shake tremendously. Greg and Cris wobbled to catch their balance, but their pokemon didn't
do so good as they toppled to the ground.
Swampart stood back up as Ninetails landed on the ground, completely avoiding the attack.
“Magmar, use Fire Punch!” Greg yelled, finally getting his balance. Magmar started to charge at Liz's
pokemon, its right hand now engulfed in flames.
“Electabuzz, use your Thunder Punch!” Cris yelled. Electabuzz's antennas lit up with sparks that
traveled down to its left fist. It charged after Magmar.
“Ninetails, Fire Spin!” Liz commanded. Swampart backed up a few steps, knowing exactly what was
going on. Ninetails's eyes flared up, it leaned forward, then opened its mouth. A steam of extreamly hot
fire came from its mouth and made a giant circle around Magmar and Electabuzz.
“Electabuzz, Light Screen now!” Cris yelled. Just as the went up, Electabuzz waved its hands to form
an invisible barrier. Then Ninetails's attack turned into a wall of fire.
“Wow, Ninetails must be really into it today. Thats the biggest I'd ever seen it get!” Justine exclaimed,
shielding her eyes. The flames finally died down. Both of Team Rockets pokemon were still standing, but
badly injured. Electabuzz's Light Screen had blocked some of the damage. Liz just kept grinning, she
wasn't done yet.
“Swampart, finish this with your Hydro Pump!” Liz pointed towards Greg and Cris. They both looked
nervous, they couldn't even call out another attack. Swampart took in a deep breath then blew out a
highly pressurized stream of water. It hit both Electabuzz and Magmar straight in the stomach. They had
little time to react as they were flung back to Greg and Cris.
“Send them back to their stupid base!” Liz pointed to the sky. Swampart poured on more pressure
sending them back into their helicopter.
“Ow, my head,” Cris complained as he hit the back of the helicopter.
“One last move Swampart, Muddy Water!” Liz commanded, with a victory grin. Swampart shot a blast
of water into the dirt, creating a pool of mud. He scooped some up and threw it at the helicopter, creating
a giant brown wave. The helicopter went flying off into the horizon.
“Well that takes care of that!” Liz said, rubbing her hands together and turning back towards her friends.
Michelle and Emily had fallen asleep from bordum and Justine was lying on her back counting passing
clouds.
“Oh come on. I didn't take that long did I?” Liz said, annoyance in her voice. Justine sat up and smiled.
“Yeah you did. Charizard and me still hold the record for getting rid of them the fastest.” She grinned.
Liz stuck her tounge out at her.
“Should we wake them up?” Justine pointed to Michelle and Emily.
“Na, they looks so cute like that, lets not bother them.” Liz took a seat on the ground and stared up at
the sky. Her Ninetails curled up and dozed off, relaxing from the battle. Swampart lyed on its back with
its eyes closed dreaming of its next battle with Liz.

________________________________________________________________________________

Authors note: i just want you to know that im glad people are reading this story. I also want to note that i
am not taking any request for this story either, and im sorry about that, but i have most all the characters
i need and i don't like naming the pokemon. thanks you again for reading!
~misty~

4 - chapter 3

Michelle began to stir as a steady beeping went off in her bag. She sat up and rubbed the sleep from her
eyes.
“Glad to see you woke up. Your pokegear has been going on and off for about half-an-hour now!” Liz
said, sounding relived. Justine nodded her head in agreement.
“Sorry, I was dreaming about kicking Justine's butt in a battle!” She smiled innocently. Justine just
looked at her awkward. The pokegear rang again, and woke Emily up with a start.
“I didn't do it!” She yelled, startling Michelle as she went into her bag. Michelle pulled out a small phone
like thing that was beeping. It looked sortof like a watch also. She looked on the small screen to see who
was calling. She squeaked in excitement, and flipped the bottom part open in a rush to answer it.
“Hi!” She said, so excited.
“Hello little sis, what took you so long?” A guys voice answered over the phone.
“Sorry, I fell asleep while Liz was battling. Team Rocket was bothering us again,” Michelle said. There
was some laughter.
“I guess Liz handled them didn't she?”
“Michelle, who's on the phone?!” Liz asked. Everyone was now huddled around Michelle. She turned
and waved them away from her.
“Yeah, Liz handled them just fine. So how are you and your pokemon? Is Yellow still hyper?” Michelle
asked.
“Yeah, I'm cool, and I think Yellow seems to miss you. And how about you, your Salamance doing good,
cause if he isn't you're in trouble!” The guy answered. Michelle giggled a little.
“Yes he's fine. So why did you call? You must have a reason.”
“Yeah you're right, I do. I was wondering if you guys were anywhere near the Fortree City ruins. We
discovered something and could use a couple extra pairs of hands to help us move stuff.”
“Sure! If we fly from here it should take us about an hour or less to get there.”
“That's great, talk to you then!” He hung up.
“Yeah I've always loved the way you hang up,” Michelle said sarcastically. She then turned around to

see everyone staring at her.
“So who was it?!” The three of them said at the same time. Michelle blushed a little and put her hand
behind her head.
“It was just my big brother! Nothing to worry about.” She smiled.
“Lance! But he never calls. Normally you have to call him first!” Emily said, shocked.
“He wants us to help him with this project him and his team are working on. So of course, being the
good little sister I am, I said yes!” Michelle brought back her innocent smile. Liz and Justine looked at
Michelle funny, and Emily jumped up for joy.
“Yay, I get to see Lance again. He's so cool! I think he's the greatest out of the Elite Four!” Michelle's
older brother was in fact the leader of the Elite Four Pokemon Team.
“Well, I'd advise we leave now then. So we can help him before he gets old,” Justine laughed. Michelle
blushed again.
“Where exactly are we going?” Liz asked, picking up her bag and strapping it around her waist.
“Umm, the ruins outside of Fortree City!” Michelle answered, putting her pokegear back into her
backpack.
“That should take us a little over a half-hour if we fly fast.” Justine pointed out.
“Well I told him an hour so we have plenty of time.” Michelle stood up.
“Yay, so lets get going! Come on out Dragonite!” Emily said. She threw her pokeball up into the air,
while putting her backpack on. Her Dragonite appeared and stretched out her wings. Emily jumped on
her back.
“Come on Dragonite, let's go!” They both took off into the air.
“Emily! Wait for us!” Justine yelled up to her. Emily just laughed, and then flew around in circles.
“Come on Salamance, let's go see Lance!” Michelle threw her pokeball into the air. Salamance
appeared above her head, hovering as she stretched her wings. Michelle grabbed her bag and hopped
onto Salamance's back as it down to he ground. They flew up and joined Emily in flying in circles.
“Come on you two Slowpokes!” Michelle and Emily joked. Liz and Justine just snickered as they took
out their own pokeballs.
“Come on out!” The both yelled. Their pokeballs flew through the air. Justine's Charizard came out
shooting a bit of fire from its mouth. Liz's Flygon did a summersault in the air before letting Liz get on.
They both flew up to where Emily and Michelle were starting to get dizzy. Finally they were off towards
Fortree City.

“I wonder what Lance found? Must be something pretty big if he needs more help,” Justine stated.
“Yeah! Maybe he found some bones of a giant legendry extinct pokemon!” Liz said, getting excited.
“Or it might have something to do with that old legend our Uncle used to tell us when he visited when
me and Lance were little.” Michelle started to daydream about Christmas time when she was little.
“MICHELLE!” The three of them all yelled at her.
“Ekk! What, you guys haven't heard of the legend of `the four sacred jewels'?” Michelle cringed, afraid
the were going to hurt her. She was shocked that no one had heard of that legend before.
“Michelle, your Uncle was an Archeologist from Hoene. I think only Hoene people know that legend!”
Liz yelled at Michelle. Liz was originally from Hoene, Justine was from the region of Kanto, and
in-between was Joto, where Emily and Michelle were from. Michelle was actually more on the boarder of
Kanto and Joto.
“Well, are you going to tell us the story, or leave us clue-less?” Justine said, getting impatient. Her and
Emily flew closer towards Michelle.
“Okay okay. I'll tell you, but you have to help me Liz.” Michelle gave into the pressure of her friends.
“Yeah, you wish. I actually never heard the story before. I only know of it from some friends of the
family,” Liz sighed. Michelle looked like she was going to fall off her Salamance.
“Great, okay, here it goes then…
“Once long ago, there were two great pokemon, each controlling a different part of the world. Then one
day, their simple side-by-side ruling wasn't enough for them anymore. They both wanted to rule the
whole world, changing it completely.
“Kyogre, the giant whale pokemon from the sea, wished to change the world so it was completely
covered in the sea. Groudon, the giant dinosaur like pokemon who ruled over the land, wished to dry out
the sea and make everything one giant piece of land. Soon they started to bicker at each other, and then
the bickering became fighting. Soon it became a full-fledged war between them.
“Soon they were fighting every time they came near each other. Then the fight escalated between the
land pokemon and the sea pokemon. They were just trying to protect their homes. Soon the humans got
involved, after their villages and towns had been destroyed.
“Then one day, Kyogre and Groudon were fighting in the shadows of Mt. Pyre. Four glittering, crystal
orbs appeared in the sky above the mountain and slowly made their way to the summit. As they reached
the summit, two of the orbs started to glow brighter, causing Kyogre and Groudon to stop fighting and
look up. They became entranced by the light, relaxed and calm. Then the other two lights shone bright,
causing the two fierce beasts to fall into an eternal sleep, never to fight again. Soon the world became
peaceful again and returned to its state before the Great War.

“To this day, no one has ever found Groudon or Kyogre's resting area, nor have they found the four
crystal orbs which seemed to have power over the legendry pokemon. So all of them shall rest for all of
eternity, never to bother anyone again!” Michelle finally finished. Everyone was staring at her with
wide-eyes.
“That was amazing! Who would have thought something like that ever happened?” Justine thought out
loud.
“My big brother, that's who. You know its just a legend right? My brother is obsessed with it thought,
ever since he first heard it. Its right up there with training dragon pokemon for him,” Michelle sighed, a
little ashamed of her brothers habits.
“Oh yeah, now that I've heard the legend, I have heard it before!” Liz said. Michelle looked like she was
going to attack Liz with all her might. Justine sensed that and flew up in-between them, preventing an air
battle.
“Hey guys look, a Dragonite!” Emily yelled, pointing out in front of her. There was a fairly large
Dragonite flying in a circle above the treetops. Around its neck was a blue scarf.
“Hey, its Blue! Yay, Lance is using the scarves I sent him last year!” Michelle said as the Dragonite
spotted them. It came right over next to Michelle and rubbed its head against her chest.
“Hi Blue, yeah I missed you too.” Michelle hugged it. Blue took off back towards where it was flying over
the trees. This time thought it dived into the trees.
“Follow that Dragonite!” Liz yelled and took off after Blue.
“Wait for us!” Emily and Michelle yelled together and dove after her.
“Oh geeze, sometimes you guys are hopeless,” Justine sighed, and then took off after her friends. Blue
was leading them to a small clearing in front of a cave. Liz landed first, only to find a young looking guy
with reddish pink hair, wearing black pants and a dark blue shirt. His eyes were as blue as Michelle's.
“Weeee!!!!!! Faster Salamance Faster!!!!!!!” Michelle could be heard yelling between the trees. Emily
and Justine landed next to Liz and the guy.
“That's my sister isn't it?” The guy asked. The three of them nodded their heads in unison.
“Yeah that's her Lance. I think I'm keeping her off the candy from now on!” Liz stated, pointing towards
the trees. Lance snickered a little.
“Hey Salamance, bring Michelle over here!” He yelled. Salamance yelped for joy when he heard
Lance's voice. He flew right over and landed right next to him, rubbing his head on Lance's shirt.
“Aw, your no fun Lance!” Michelle jumped off of Salamance's back and hugged her big brother.
Salamance settled down next to the other pokemon, a little tired after that fun. Everyone else gathered

around Lance.
“Well, we're here. What's the big discovery!?” Justine said with a bit of sarcasm in her voice.
“Well, we discovered an ancient tablet written in Unown letters. I believe that it has something to do with
the old legend about Kyogre and Groudon.”
“HA! I knew it had to something to do with that! Oh I'm soooo good!” Michelle danced around doing a
victory dance. Everyone just stared at her.
“I am seriously not related to you!” Lance said, giving his little sister an awkward glare. Michelle
stopped and started to blush. She sat down on the ground and settled down a bit.
“Lance we found something new!” A girl about the same age as Lance came running out of the cave.
She was wearing dust-covered blue jeans with a dusty red tee shirt. She had blonde hair with blue
highlights; she also had fiery orange eyes. She was carrying something under a cloth. Just then Liz felt
something weird, like a weird sensation. She edged towards the cloth a little when the girl finally reached
them.
“What is it Katie?” Michelle said, her hyper ness came back.
“Its one of the crystal orbs I think!” Katie lifted the cloth off to reveal a beautiful red orbs made of some
sort of crystal. Liz's eyes got wide, and she sort of went into a trance, just staring at it. Just then, there
was the noise of a jet engine flying overhead that snapped Liz out of her trance. Everyone looked up and
blocked from flying debris as a small jet fighter landed on top of the cave. Out walked a guy wearing a
red hood with horns on it, red shirt with a volcano symbol on it, and black pants boots. Others wearing
almost the same thing followed him.
“We've come for the Orb!”
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